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Women's Studies
Promised Funds
NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
VOL. 11, NO. 22

7, FEB., 1973

by A. Sue Straus
Last Week's Print, Jan. 31 issue,
reported that the Women's
Studies Program was not listed
in the preliminary funding list
of the Illinois Board of Higher
Education.
Members of the Women's
Studies Board accom pa nied by
other interested faculty, staff
and students met with Steve
Samp le, staff member of the
Il linois Board of Higher
Education, to discuss the status
of the Women ' s Studies
Proghm at Northeastern.
Originally scheduled for last
Wednesday the meeting was
postponed til Friday at 3:00
p.m. Attending from Northeastern were Donna lven, Judy
Irle, Jean Davis, Catherine
Jones, Rich Rothstine, Ron
Glick, Dan Stern, Margaret
Schmid, Phil Mix, Sue Straus
and Rich Remenih.
The meeting began at 3:20
lasting for two hours. Steve
Sample gave his background as
a11 eng.ineering student and
professor
at
a sexually
segregated college for the
benefit of those present.
Donna lven, chairperson of
the Women's Studies Board,
gave a run down of the
popularity of the program.
O ver 500 students have
enrolled in cou rses under the
Wome n's Stu d ies Program
since the Fall-Trimester. Nine
faculty members representing
four departments have participated in the Program so far. In
a recent mailing sent out by
the Board, 25 new faculty,

fro m 15 d ifferent departrments
indicated a desire to help
teac h courses under the
Program .
Sample d iscussed W omen's
Studies as a possible segregating force between men and
women. Judy Irle, a student
representative on the W.S .
Board ; stated, "Segregation
·does not seem to be indicated .
A third of the students in
Women's Studies are men
which is proportionate to the
percentage of men enrolled at
Northeastern ." Phil Mix added,
"There are male teachers for
the Programs, also, not just
women."
Sample's next objection was
that Women's Studies offers no
major. Dan Stern replied ,' "It's
hard to offer a major without
money to pay for full time
teachers to teach Women 's
Studies courses. We need
money to pay for departments
to allow their faculty to teach
some women's courses, so that
those departments can .provide
courses needed for their
majors.".
lven added that. she had
spoken with Bill Moore ,
Di recto · of the Center for
Program Development which
supervises the W.S.P. Moore
Indicated that W.S. could
implement a major program by
September 1973. Interest in the
Program has far surpassed the
goals stated in the W .S.
program proposal.
Sample next asked for the
students present to explain the
courses offered by W.S . Both
Joan Davis and Judy Irle
d iscussed t heir personal ab-

sence from edu cati on for mo re
than ten years. Irle said, " I w as
given support and hel p by the
W omen's Studi es courses and
facu lty to get over barriers I
cou ld not get over before."
M ix answered, " I d id not
know that two of the courses I
was taking were W .S. courses,
but they seemed very relevant
to me so I took them . I have
gone to four different colleges
over the last four years, and
have never felt so excited by
my classes."
Cathy Jones said, " Men
involved in these courses have
realized that taking care of
children can be a possibility
for them. Men have become
active in day care."
Sample said he was pragmatic, and therefore only results
were counted. Ron Glick said,
" There is a risk in everything,
Yet, IBNE in its preliminary
budget has listed programs less
developed than W.S."
Sample spoke frankly, "Dea ls
are made all the time. People
will come in and say that they
want a particular program
killed. This did not happen in
the case of Women's Studies,"
he hastened to add. The
agreement made in the case of
Women's Studies for funding
is that "window dressing" wilt
not be acceptable. Money
given to UNI will be in one
large sum subd ivided into four
categories with W.S. separate
from the others so that
Women's Studies can receive
money from all sub-groupswith any extra monies . This
wi ll
be left for
U Nl 's
ad m inistration to dec ide.

WOMEN IN JOURNAi.iSM
HOLD CONFERENCE
Thi s past weekend (Feb . 3-5)
Theta Sigma Phi , women in
communi cations, sponsored a
Journalism Career Conference.
Saturday's sessiops were held
at the Sheraton-Chicago Hotel.
Opening the day's activities
was a panel consisting of Terri
Schultz, freelancer and Carol
· Kleiman, columnist of Chicago
Tribune speaking on the status
of women in journalism .
Keliman began journalism at
the · age of 5 on
the
Philadelphia Bulletin as a
children's columnist. She continued work ing through her
college years. In 1967 Kleiman
began to write qn working
wome for the Tribune.
For an introduction Kleiman
said , " I love journalism ." Her
reason for saying this is that
the status women have in the
profession is pretty bad so she
thought she should- begin with
a positive statement.
For a career Kleiman was
counselled to look for a

husband, which she did . Never
was she told that journalism
could be a career.
· Wh e n Carol
came
to
Chicago she found out it took
clout and persistance. On a
paper, women began as
secretaries, men as copyboys .
The Tribune . unlike the
Sun-Times, does not have a
guild . Tribune works as a
paternal order : Salaries are
kept a secret. No one gets
fired, just shuffled around .
As advice Kleiman said .
" You should seige the place
where you want to work . Find
out what the pay is from the
workers. Are the personnel
happy with their work?"
Terri Schultz started at the
Tribune just 5 days after her
graduation from college . As all
beginners, Schultz began at
Metro section of the paper.
Her partner was another
woman who advan ced into the
features page. Her next partner
was a man . He was sent to

city-side after 6 months and
was replaced by another man .
This man in turn
al so
went city-side. Terri said this
process continued for some
time .
_
Schultz complained to her
boss when she observed that
the same story could be told
by the other - women who
worked at Metro. Her boss
said , "It takes a woman twice
as long as a man to make it. If
you don't like it, you better
leave." Terri said sarcastically,
her trouble really started by
her up-bringing. "I was never
told to act any differently than
my younger brothers." The
statement by her boss found
schultz unprepared, as she
believed something must be
wrong with the women - not
the system. Schultz said, " I will
make it. I'll be better than the
other women ."
Soon after she complained ,
Terri was given a column
entitled " Our Town ." There she

j

I

stayed until she became
frustrated wi.th remi/,mmg at
M etro and begged for a
city-side job.

Rapid City. Schultz had done a
freelance piece in Rapid City
and knew both airline flight
and personal contacts there .
· As the day passed the editor
called upon the people in the
Schultz's boss asked her to
city room if they would like to •
remain but she said , "No. "
do the story. All replyed , " No."
After a debate was carried out,
Schultz said she would go but
Schultz was given a comprowas
ingnored . Finally Terri left;
mise. She could have her
she returned the next day and
column or go city-side. Schultz
put in her resignation . Terri
decided to ,go city-side. For her
Schultz now has a suit in
replacement, Terri picked a
progress against the Tribune.
man who asked her if he could
The second panel was on the
do her column and she could
Job Market. Edward Stephens
take his place . To Terri's
and Bill McKee were the
amazement the man who
panelists.
replaced her was allowed to do
McKee is the author of the
both the column and stay
best seller New Careers For
city-side .
·
Teachers. He works in Public
While at city-side Schultz
Relations .
was given very few assignStatisti cs he gave included
ments . Most of her stories · that 60% in the profession are
came from her own research.
women . Yet the people in the
During the flooding" at Rapid , higher echelon are most ly
City, at South Dakota Terri was
men .
at the city desk . The editor was
(Continued on page 3)
given orders to send somene to
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''Stammtisch''

MILLER ANALOGIES TEST
The Miller Anal og ie~ Test is req uired for all students in a Master's degree program at Northeastern
Ill inoi s U ni vets ity . It is recommended that the test be taken before the student has completed si x (6)
hours in a program .
I

The test will be admini stered on campus as follows :
February 19, 1973
March 1, 1973
March 6, 1973
March 7, 1973
March 15, 1973

Monday
Thursday
Tu esday
Wednesday
Thursday

4:00
7:00
5:00
7:00
5:00

S-102
S-102
S-102
S-102
. S-102

~

p.m .
p.m.
p.m .
p.m .
p.m .

6:00
9 :00
7:00
9 :00
7:00

-,-

p.m .
p.m .
p.m.
p.m .
p .m .

,._

Only fifty (50) people can be accommodated at each session'. RESERVATIONS MUST BE MADE IN

ADVANCE.
Reservations will be taken beginning Monday, February 5, 1973. Please call : Mes . Barbara Gordon at
JU 3-4050, extension 324 from 8 :00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m .
The $5 .00 fee is payable at time and place of test.
S-102 is a lecture hall on the west side of the first landing in the new Science Building.

Foreign Language Lab
by Rita Harmata
The Foreign Lan guage Laboratory A-13 3 i_s operated by
Learning Services for the use o f
: the Foreign Language Department. Mrs. V. Najera , Ass't
Prof . of . Spanish, is the
Instructional Supervisor of the
lab and works as a liason
between the Foreign Lan g.
Dept. and Learning Servi ces.
Gary G_a bbard and Oksan a
Bennett are. the two Civi l
Servi ce employees wh o work in
the Lab. There are three
· stud ent aid es; Mr s. N a Isa
.1/olney, bo rn in Cu ba ; Arlene
Fraulini , a Spa ni sh majo r w ho

also studies Italian ; and
Mi chelle Traficante , a Spani sh
major who studies French and
Italian and is presently the
President of the Spanish Club .
The purpose of the l~boratory is to provide additional
practise i'n pronunciation,
listening practice , structure
drills for the s_tudents enrolled
in the five languages taught by
the F.L. dept., Span ish , Fren ch,
German, Italian and Russian
through the use of tapes , visu al
materials, movies, slides , filmstrips . All basi c lan gu age
classes are schedul ed to wo rk
in the lab on ce a w eek .
Advanced students and stu-

MIDWEST PREMIERE FRIDA V
FEBRUARY 16
Vincent Canby of the New York Times says :

"THE BE~T AND THE MOST O_BIGINAL
AMERICAN COMEDY OF 1972.
As startling i.- its way
as was 'The Graduate! "
"One of the
year's best
films~'

"The funniest
film of the
year~'
- Paul Ainge ,

- Newsweek
- New Yo rker
- N.Y. Times

C1r cus Magazine

"Best
supporting_
a~ess,
Jeannie
Berlin~'

-._.
·
.
·-.
.•

"Best
>r.supporting
,
actor,
Eddie
Albert~'

-Nat ional Soc iet y
of Film Critics

dents engaged in independ ent
study also use the library of
supplementary materials in the
various languages exten sively .
The Laguange Lab is a full
recording lab and is one of the
very few laboratories in the
Chicago that has a testing
device which enab.les the
professors to evalu ate th e
students spea king abilit y ,
pronunciation , etc.
The lab opens at 8 a.m . and
closes at 6 p .m . Monday &
Wednesday, 5 p.m . Tuesday
and Thursday and at 4 on
Fridays . It is now wired so t hat
individu al students may practi ce whil e a cl ass, or even two
clas ses are in session .
The lab a l so pr ovides
Hebrew t apes for t hose
studying Hebrew and tapes of
the TWI language.
Several times a year Spanish
teac hers from the hi gh sc hoo ls
in t he Ch icago area brin g the ir
• students to No rt heaste rn . The
lab, together with t he Spanish
Club, acq uaints them with the
fac ili ties fo r language students
and shows t hem appropriate
cu ltura l materia ls.
,
Th e laq perso nne l invites al l
serious language students to .
practice in the lab at the ir
conveni ence. Th eir elect ro ni c
tutor is waiting!

by Daniel Herman
Dr. Barber of the history
department has mixed an old
Bavarian tradition along with
his ideas with the result being
a modified " Stamtisch ". In
Bavaria , a certain weekday is
set aside, and all the men meet
in the local pub. Every person
has a reserved place, and can
be found in the same chair
every week. The evening
entertainment for the· " Stammti sch " patrons consists o.f
drinking, eating, and ca_rd,playing.
" Stammtisch" was first tried
by Dr. Barber in Wisconsin,
and it has existed here for
about 5 years . The Bavarian
tradition has been modified
here, and is not only male ·
oriented . " Stammtisch'; is open
to everyone and is similar to a
student-faculty drinking hour.
Everyone who attends finds
it relaxing to get away from the
daily grind . It also gives
students a chance to talk to
other students and maybe a
few faculty members . There is
not any formal meeting with a
mallet-banging president but
instead a relaxed . informal
atmosphere . The subjects
discussed include any.thing
from a class subject to a
world-shaking event.

Karate I
by Joe Weinshenker
On Wednesday January 24
the . Organic University presented the first of its weekly
Karate classes bein g offered to
students and fa cu lty, here at
UNI. Th e class meets fo r two
hours o n W ednesday ni ghts
from 7 to 9 p.m . in the gym
annex.
The course is b.eing taught
by two exc e llent Karate
inst ru cto rs, Lee D ar row( 1st
degree bl ack belt in Shorin
Ry u), and V ict or Reyes( 1st
degree bl ac k belt in Tae Kwon
Do) . .
Those of you who are
interested in jo ining the class
or just curious to find out what
Karate is all about, stop in on
W ednesday nights. Talk to the
in st ructors, you can sit in ·and
watch or parti cipate in cl ass if
you like.

The presen t meetin g place
for " Stammti sc h" . is at Ernie's
Palm Lounge, 5053 N . Lincoln .
For those who wi sh to drop in,
the meeting takes place every
Wednesday night at about 8:00
P.M. There' is ·a sandwich shop
next door for those who want
anything to eat.
One of the disadvantages of
a commuter college is that
a:ttendan'c e at many events is
low in comp arison to the
number of students . Many of
the people who attend now
work · and go tq school.
" Stammtisch" 'to them means
relaxation . Stop in one of these
Wednesday nights for what
may turn out to be a unique
experience .

Study Skills
Workshop
Those of you who did not
have a ..c hance' to sign up for
the Study Skills Workshop
which the University ·counseling Center-West is offering
du ring February and March will
be pleased to learn that you
have a second chance!
Although the workshop met
for the first time on Tuesday,
February 6 at 1:00 p.m . in
Room S-235 , Miss McCreery
reports t hat there are a few
openings availab le for late
c omers. This group vj'. ill
continue to meet on Tuesday
at 1:00 p.m ., so if this time fits
your 2 chedul e and your
interest, do report to Room
S-235 on t he 13th . A member
of the staff of . the Readin g _
Center, Mrs. Wingert, is to give
a test at thi s t im e so th at you
may gain some idea as to your
ab i lity i n this area . Mi ss
McCreery will help you to
make up the material you mi ssed at t he first sess ion . No
stu dents will be adm itted to
t his group c1fter Feb ruary 13,
but there is some poss ibility
that a second group w ill be
organi zed for t hose w hose
schedules are not open at 1 :00
on Tu esdays. If this ap pea ls to
you, be su re to inform Mi ss
M cCreery in the U niversity
Coun sel in g Ce nte r-west wi thout delay.

STEP OUT IN STYLE!
We 're having our
annual winter
clearance sale.
All shoes and
boots have been
marked down

National Society
of F,lm Crit ics

20%.
\

Neil Simon's

~

The Heartbreak Kid .
An Elaine May Film

St• m ng Charles Grodin Cybtll Shepherd dS "Kelly" Jeanme Berlin Audra
944- • nd Eddie Albert From• story by Bruce l•y Fnedm•n · Screenplay by NP,I S,mon
2988 Produced by Edgor ) Schenck · D,rectedby El•oneM•y-·PotHTS BY DELUx.E · ~ o-

Lindley

(ff-.,, ,s•oc.JAfl PAR"•;',
I t.

AT
. BOTH l If.!:
HEATRES

449-8230

I

6548 N. SHERIDAN RD.
CHICAGO, ILL'.

I
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Senate Announces Elections
Circulates Petitions
Any student who wishes to
run for Student Senator may
begin his campaign upon
sumbitting this petition to the
student senate. Leave t his
petition in the Student Senate

office E 205 above the
cafeteria . Dittos are avai lable.
All petitions must be submitted
to senate by Feb. 10, 1973. The
election will be held on Feb. 21
and 22.

PETITION FOR PLACEMENT ON BALLOT :
Name _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I.D. No. _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __

Address - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - -

Phone No. - - -- - -- - - - -- -.,--- -

Wo,nen in
Journalis,n Hold
Career Conference
(Conti nued from page 1)
Stephens is the assistant
dean of students at Northwestern Medill School of Journalism. There are 2 branches of
Journalism at Northwestern.
They
are
editorial
and
advertising. "Ad agencies will
still use the argument that
their clients would be insulted
if met by a woman. Even
though many of their clie nts
are women," Stephens said.

dealt with TV reporting.

1. -

- --

- - - --

-

-

- - - - - - - -- --

Joan Deppa, a UPI reporter
since 1964 spoke of changes
over the years. Luck has a lot
to do with assignments. " If
you 're the only one and a story
needs to be done you ' ll get it, "
Deppa said . The best book on
the subject of wire services
according
to · Deppa
is
DEADLINE EVERY MINUTE. " A
reporter mu st lea rn to be
accurate and how to evaluate
quickly," stated Dep pa .
Lirida Wit t is th e exe cutive
editor of Pi o neer Press which
produces se ven suburban
papers . Witt said , " Deadlines
are happenin g all t he time.
The
biggest
pr o bl e m
in
suburban
pap e rs is that
citizens do not w ant to hear
controversi a l subj e c t s. Yet ,
good journalism demands
reporting in all subjects ."
Bringing this session to a
close was Sun-Times reporter,
Judy
Nicol .
Nicol
said,
" Women are undermined by
being . expected to be secretaries . Men relate to women on
the basis of joking about
women 's liberatio~ ."

Session
advertising
t io ns.

B
dealt
with
and public rela-

After this session was the
second two part program. O ne

-

-----

2 - -- - -- - - - - - -- - - - ' - - - -- - -- - - ~ -3. - - -- - --

-

4. - - - - - - --

- - - --

-

- - --

- - - - --

-

-

- - - --

-

- --

-

-

----

-------

5. - - -- -- - - - - -- - -- - - - ~- - - - - - - -6. _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _;__ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
7. - --

-

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

8. - - - - - - - - - - - - -- , - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Part B dealt w ith Photography, free lance, magazines and
publishing. The speakers included Rona Talcott on
photography . Talcott owns he r
own studio .
Colleen Dishon owns Features and News, Inc. which
began in order for · women 's
issues to be presented in print.

9.

D ishon said, "Free lance helps
one bui ld up by lines. Before
going into freelance you
shou ld learn how to do ha rd
reporting f i rst. When first
submitting work one should
send in a query. This helps you
build up contacts. "
From Newsweek came Mary
Alice Kellogg . Kellogg raised ·
the 1970 issue at Newsweek of
women workers striking for
equal treatment. "The best
experience you can get ts
working on a daily newspaper
in your hometown," Kel logg
said . Stringers are used to help
research stories and offer
suggestions for future stories .
Stringers are people from areas
where no correspendents or
reporters are stationed .
Barbara Moore was last to
speak . Moore works for a book
publishing firm . She described
the differences between . trade
and educational publishing
houses. Trade publishing
houses produce books used for
consumerism. Whereas educational publishing firms produce
publi cations used mainly in the
sc hools. Chicago basica l ly
produces edu cational publications. Most of the editors who
do all the writing are women.
Yet in the decision making area
only men reside .
The main theme throughout
the day was that a person must
be professional. Women must
not allow people to put them
in a second class position .
journalism degrees are not
necessary as long as a person
has drive and a broad
education . Above all, you
should have confidence in
yourself, and be pers istant in
getting work.

-

- - - - - -- - - - - -- ------=~-------- - - - -

10. _ _....c__ ____:__

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __

11. - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

- - --

12. -

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --

13. -

-

-

- --

14. - -- --

-

- - - - --

- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

- -- - - - -- - -- - - - - - - -- - --

-

15. - - - - - - - -- - - - -- -- -- -- - - - - - -- - - --

16. - - - -- - - -- -- - - - -- --

- -- - - - -

18. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - --

19. -

-

- - - --

20. - - --

-------

- -- -- - - -- - -

17. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -After lunch at Kon Tiki
Ports , workshops began . Session A dea lt with newspapers
and wireservice . Participants in
this panel included Barbara
Reynolds of the TODAY who
spoke on the qualities a good
reporter must have. They are
susp 1c1on, guts, cu r ios i ty,
perserverence, perception and
confidence .

I.D. No. _ __ _ _ __

Studen.t Signature _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-

-

- - - - - - - - - - -- -- - -~

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

21 . - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- -- - -- - 22. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --

-----

23. _;__ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ____....-..-•--·.--.. ~---~·~24. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - --

-

25. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

- -- - -

-

-

Got A Job? It Could Affect Your Social Security Benefits
Earnings from jobs can affect
the monthly payments of
students who get benefits from
social security, according tci
Dean H . Lemke, soc ial security
district manager of the North
Side district office . Overpayments by social security to a
student can occur becuase the
student is not aware of this.
The amount a student earn s
at a part-time or full-time job
can cause a reduction in social
security payments if his total
earnings for 1972 exceed
$1,680. This amount has been
increased to $2 ,100 for 1973 .
" But even if he earns over
$1 ,680 in 1972 or over $2,100
in 1973 he can get his social
security payment for any
month in which he neither
earns more than $140 in 1972
or $175 in 1973 or performs
substantial services in selfemployment," Lemke sa id.
If you get social security
benefits and earn over $1,680
in 1972, $1 in social security
benefits is withheld fo r every
$2 your earn from $1,680 up to
$2,880. For every $1 you earn
over $2,880, $1 in social
security benefits is withheld. In
1973 th is is c hanged . If you
earn over $2,100 in a year, $1
in social secur ity benefits is
with held for every $2 you earn.

Students who get social
security benefits and have
earned over $1 ,680 in 1972
must file an annual report with
th e Social Security Administra
tion by April 15,. 1973, showing
their earnings. If a student
knows or expects his earnings
will be over $2 ,100 for 1973, he
should notify social security as

soon as possible . t< etunding
overpayments to soc ial sec uri ty at the end of th e year ca n
sometimes create a finan c ial
hardship.
Students with qu es tion s
about earnings under so c ial
security can call 239-7000 for
information .

LA TE APPLI CAT IO N FOR APRI L
AND AUGUST GRADUATES
A reminder for Graduating Seniors who missed the
deadline to apply for
graduation .
If a · student anticipates
graduating in April, 1973 he
should have filed a fina l
application for graduation
by January 19, 1973. (the
preliminary application for
April , 1973 should have
been completed in September, 1972.)
Students anticipati n g

graduating in Au gust, 1973
should
have
fi I ed
a
preliminary appli ca tion for
graduation by January 19,
1973. A final application for
the August, 1973 graduating
seniors will be due in May,

1973.
If you have missed these
deadlines or have any
additional questions regarding your graduation application please contact the
Record Office immediately!
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Democracy or
Judicial Oligarchy?

by Paul Froehlich
Frankfurter, probably the most
Undemocrati c practices like famous advocate of judi cial
the seriiority system , and restraint, spoke of questions
winner take all primaries, are "of a pe c uliarly political
under attack . The evolution of nature, and therefore not meet
our political institutions has for judi cial determination ."
included such reforms as the
Another Roosevelt apointee,
direct election of senators the Robert Jackson , cautioned that
abolition of poll taxes, and the
judi c ial supremacy i s " a
extension of the franchise to
doctrine wholly in compatable
women and 18-year-olds.
with faith in democracy ."
These reforms and the
Oliver Wendell Holmes, the
agitation for further changes
most distinguished of Twenon campus during the time
are motivated by the hallowed
tieth Century justi ces , also .
that Nathaniel Allen was
principle upon which this castigated judi c ial policy
concerned with the failing
nation was founded : selfmakers .
grade in Senior Lifesaving
government.
Unfortunately, such advise
and trying to get it changed .
Of course, the civics book
has been ignored . The Warren
It is doubly unfortunate
ideal has never been realized
court ventured the furthest
that some of these stories
and perhaps interests group;
and rumors were directed at
have inordinate influen c e · into the legislative realm and
the momentum continues in
the Physical Education
nevertheless, it is rare for ~
the " conservative "
Burger
Department ~n general and
lobby to be able to . have
court.
At
least
the
flagrant
Mr. Kane in particular.
legislation passed that is
exercise of judicial power has
This Committee found
contrary to the strongly held
exposed the mythology that
little evidence to support
feelings of a large segment of
the Court i s merely the
the rather wild charges
voters.
impersonal voice of indisputcontained in these stories .
Yet it is on the major issues,
able
constitutional verities , a
The Committee feels the
about which everyone has a
myth that has imparted a
school papers erred in
strong opinion, that the
sacred authority to the Court.
including some of the
electorate has been emasculatSome who may agree with
unsubstantiated stories in an
ed . Why is this? According to
editorial column which
current judicial policies might
tbe Constitution, we are
do well to ponder the future .
might have tended to add an
governed by the deliberate
undeserved veneer of acThis Court, or a different one,
sense of the people as
curacy and respectability to
unencumbered by constitutionreflected in our elected
them.
al text and precedent and
representatives in the legislaThe Committee finds no
clearly superior to the other
ture and the Presidency .
evidence indicating that
branches
of government, could
For the past generation,
these stories contributed to
well reverse itself on important
however, a large body of what
the tragedy. "
issues and essential safeguards
amounts to social legislation
could
be abrogated . ·Further,
regarding these major issues,
one must choose his principle :
The PRINT feels that the
has been handed down by
Jhould the people or the Court
Committee's observations conthe Supreme Court. These nine
decide most questions of
cerning stories written in the
men rule in a novel form of
public policy .
PRINT are fair. We thank our
government by judicial fiat.
In his last decision , Justice
advisor , Mr. Liebow, for
Basing its decisions on the
Frankfurter quoted Ju sti c e
continuing to put his trust in
" due process " and " equal
W oodbury, who had a warning
us.
prote c tion of th e l aw s"
for advo ca t es o f judi c i al
The pani c of the moment is
language of the 14th Am endsupremacy: " if the people in
over. But we are sure that all
ment, on the 1st Amendment,
the distribution of powers
students, not only PRINT staff
and on the "all men are
under the Constitution , should
members, are most anxious to
created equal " clause of the
ever think of making jud ges
see the suggestions of the
Declaration , the Court has
Inquiry Committee evaluated · arrogated
supreme arbiters in political
much
of
the
and implemented as soon as
controversies , when not selectpolicy-making jurisdiction from
possible, and not wait till
ed by, nor frequently amenCongress . Dictums on abortion
further tragedies occur.
dable to the people, they (the
and capital punishment are the
people) · will dethrone themlatest example of the Court
selves
and lose one of their
Determining America's socioinvaluable birthrights; building
politi cal course.
up in this way - slowly but
The Court hasn't always
surely - a new soverign power
claimed such authority, howin the.republi c in most respe cts
ever . In fact , an augu st group
irrespon
sible and un changable
of justices, believing that the
for life, and on e pi-o re
courts have an important role,
d ange rou s th a n the wor st
has warned against governelec
ti ve o li garchy in the wo rst
m e nt by j udi c iary . Fe li x
of tim es ."
In reply to Joy-How good
of a student does one have to exhibit such grea t symp athy for
up a wort hw hile conversa tion the cleaning women of t he
be in ord er to study in sil ence?
t hing t hat benefitted you both .
Thi~ appea rs to be a matter of world , w hy don't you t ry to
I'm wi ll ing to bet you haven't
indiv id ua l determin ation. Do I uni onize t hem or at · least and don ' t intend to in t he
qua li fy
wit h 4 .5 on
a attempt . to in crease t h e ir future (Don't do it after you
powers of collec tive-bargai n- read this). Your letter is a
5-point-cumu lative?
There is also a di ffere nce ing? Just why do you think
pe rfect examp l e of
the
between the words uti li zatio n most c l ea n i n g wo m en are
bourgeois hypocracy that has
and abused . I app lied the working nights instead of days,
in nu ndated our society, o r at
former, you substituted the or at least working after 5
least certain areas of it.
p.m .?
latter.
As for inconsiderate stuThe econom ic as well as
I've lowered myself to t he
dents, they are al l over. At
task of one f ina l comment on time element here should be
ti mes you as well as I are
thi s matter. W hat kind of a obv i ous. And one other
inconsiderate ourse lves-a de
student would go somewhe re thing - Have you ever talked to
nial of this would even further
to study a,nd welcome the a cleaning woman ; no I don 't
confi rm the point I've attemptcacaphony
of
vacuum- mea n short , perfuncotry diaed to make above .
clea ners? Since you appear to logue, but rather to have struck
Athur G. Sahagian Jr.

Print Urges Action on

Inquiry's Recommendations
I

I

The Inquiry Committee has
compl eted its report of the
shootings on c ampus la st
summer. Copies of the report
are available in the library at
th e ref ere n c e desk upon
requ est .
" On June 30, . 1972 the
most devastating tragedy in
Northeastern Illinois University's bri ef history occurred
wh en a student (Nate Allen)
shot and killed one of his
professors (Charles Kane)
• and then killed himself. In
the midst of an atmosphere
of fear, hate, and cloaked
innuendo, Dr. Jerome Sachs ,
Northeastern 's President, responded by creating an
Inquiry Committee . This
committee was composed of
seven members, representin g every aspect of the
University Community . By
their peers , two members
were appointed representing
the faculty, two representing
th e stud ents, and one
represe nting all civil serv ants.
Th e other
two
comm ittee me~bers were
appo inted by th e President.
In a series of weekly
meetin gs for a period of
approximately four months,
th e Inquiry Committee
coll ec ted data, including the
results from a questionnaire,
and heard testimony • of
students, administrators, faculty, and civil servants ."
- From Report of Inquiry
Committee - brackets ours

There are a number of
recommendations that have
been made by the Committee
concerning personal and academic counseling, the handling
of threats , registration procedure
and
the
redress
procedure for grades . PRINT
would like to see what changes
are going to be implemented,
but we feel that the various
parties need time to read and
evaluate the report and to
c onsider the recommendations .
If you read the report and
concur, disagree, or have any
comments or suggestions ,
please send them to the
PRINT, E-214. We will forward
them through · the proper
channels.

PRINT basically agrees with
the report, but we do have
some additional recommendations . Almost every major
university in the country has a
physician (M.D .), a psychiatrist, and trained legal aid
available for the use of
students . We would like to see
Northeastern , commuter college not withstanding , acknowledge its duty to provide these
se rvi ces. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PRESENTED TO
THE COMMITTEE : THE PRINT
NEWSPAPER .
" It is unfortunate that
written and spoken stories
and
rumors
of
racial
prejudi ce were flourishing

On-e Final

On December 7th, the Civil Aeronautics Board Abolished Youth Fares.

Comment

Please cut out and mail the letter below to let
Congress know where we stand and that
proper legislation is in order to
correct this injustice
now!

,----------,
1ACTNOW11·

I
I
I.
I
I
I
I
I
I

Dea, Cong,essman,

· •

Please take action to save t~e Youth Fares and Discount Fares which have recently been
abolished by the Civil Aeronautics Board.

t would appreciate it if you would also write the CAB and request that they delay enforcement
of this decision until Congress has an opportunity to act on this important question.
Some 5-million students traveled using this discount fare in the past year. This contributed
over $400-million to cover fuced costs of the airlines. These carriers can be presumed to have
a full grasp of the marketing considerations involved and are, at least, as interested as the
CAB in dropping any useless discount fares. Yet, an overwhelming majority of the airlines who
participated in the CAB investigation are in favor of these fares.
Millions of student s have purchased their Youth Fare identification cards with the belief that
the cards would be vahd until their 22nd birthday. Now the cards are being abruptly cut off by
the CAB's decision.
As one of milhons of young voters, I respectfully request that you act to pass legislation that
will allow the CAB to discriminate on the basis of age by keeping Youth Fares. I will be amdousty
awaiting the results of the coming legislation concerning this matter.

Ma,lto,

~ -

(Coalition To Retain Air Discount Faresl

::::,:::'

413East Capitol Street, S.E.
Washington, DC 20003

CRADF

;-,----:-,-------(city. state & zip)

...

I
I
I
I
I
I
II

' ___s_,t_o_,_._,__ ,
·

Co-Sponsors

Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the administration. PRINT is
published Wednesdays weekly at Northeastern Illinois University. Deadline for all copy is
the preceeding Friday by 4:00 p.m . Come up and visit us at E-214 above the cafeteria, or
call us JU 3-4050 at extension 459.
EDITORIAL BOARD : Janey Green - Editor, Sue Straus - Managing Editor, Tony Kezele
- Contributing Editor.
Photography: Mark Anderson - Editor,
Business Editor:. Jim Feezor
Saundra Taylor, Arthur Winslow
News Editor: Bob Paprocki
Cartoons: Margaret Drewko - ·Editor,
Features Editor: Joe Weinshenker
Sports: Chris Lubinecki - Editor,
Advisor: Ely Liebow
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URBAN COMMUNITIES TEACHER ED:
"GRJA T EXPERIENCE ·

Seminars meet weekly in the
school where students have a
chance to iron out any of the
problems they may be having.
Often they are· directed to
resourse· peo·ple
in
the
departm1ent to help in a
particular area of interest. The
students are expected in most
cases to prepare a unit plan ,
and Jhe teacher and student
evaluate both th e preparation
and teaching .
The
Urban
Comm.ittee
teacher Education Program
through practi ca l experience
offers the best way for students
to make early informed career
decisions . Plus it provides the
soundest appliable educational
experience available.

The West Side Community
Teacher Education, Center, a
federation of Catholic schools
which operate. out of the west
side inner city.
The Cosmopolitan Communi:
ty
Center where the Children
·opportunity to talk informally
over · refreshments to faculty attend either Haugan Elemenand students in the department tary, 4540 North Hamlin, or
about possible careers in Hibbard Elementary, 3244 West
Ainslie Ave.nue, both in
Uementary Ed.
This is the second year of Chicago.
Two more centers, possible
teacher education centers for
the department of Elementary in the Austin and Uptown
Education. Students can get areas are the planning .
Needless to say, the different
practical teaching experience
cen
ters offer a variety . of
plus credit, for working with
children in urban elementary teaching experiences. About
schools as early as their half the students are in a team
freshman year, before they are teachi_ng situation. Th,ey · are
accepted into the College of with the children's regular
teacher from the start so most
Education.
Janice Fitzsimmons a senior of their students and students'
in elementary Ed, who has . parents relate to them as they
participated in the program d_<:> to the regular teacher.
The students use ·methods in
says, " I think it'? great
conjunction
with the regular
experience getting your feet
wet. M1,1ch 1J1ore helpful than teacher. In most cases they
strive for individualized projust classroom theory. "
" The program first develop- grams for their students. Janet
says,
"I
teach
ed in cooperation with a Hoshaw
everything
from
slow
to
fast
suburban school system with
the idea that students should learners from 5th to 7th grade. "
tie in their Education courses
while working with
the
program," stated Frank Vogel,
Assoc. Professor of Elementary
Education .
Students volunteer and are
interviewed to participate in
the pro"gram working between
15 to 20 hours a week at one of
The Commuter Center Acthe centers in addition to the
usual education curriculum. tivities Boa rd ' (CCAB), proudly
presents : " THE CELLAR COFThey are st ill required to FEE HOUSE," opening in the
student teach, but as Sherry second or third week of
Segal says, "Student teaching
b
b ecomes just an extension of Fe ruary. So far on our agenda
we have exciting entertainment
w h at you've b een d oing all
h h
along. "
w i c in c ludes folksinging ,
Some stu d ents, t h oug h Iess poetry, oral interpretive readthan half recei ~e a stipend ings, films , a nd mu ch more'
from the school; they ' re Don ' t be shy! If you feel you
working for 400 to 900 doliars a have talent in any of th
year.
areas mentioned , or in some
Last year was the first year of 0th er area, please st0 P by
graduates from the program . E- 2osN , th e CCAB office to
Of the 80% which have pick up an application . Then"
teaching _ jobs, most reported always will be someone therP
having worked in one of the to give you an application or
centers. There are three centers to answer any queS t ions you
in operation now:
may have pertaining to th e
The Suburban Communiti~s _coffe_e house. Don 't miss this
Teacher Education . Center exciting c_hance to perform tor
located in Glenview Wilmette a live audience. It may be your
Evanston and Linco,lnwood. ' fir~t step to stardom'

y OU don 't have to · be

Greetings! Now's the time to
turn off the oven temperatures
and concentrate on the cooling
ones. Yes folks it's dessert time
where we tickle our taste buds
with sugar delights. This week's
dessert is Cheese Cake . And I
might as well warn you to
beware of the micel
CHEESE CAKE
1 pkg . Lemon Jello
½c. of bo·,1,·ng Wa·ter or
Pineapple Juice
1 pkg. Large Cream Cheese
(leave out to soften)
2 teaspoon of Vanilla
1c. Powder Sugar
1 can crushed Pineapple
(drained)
1 can of Milnot (put milnot
in the frig . overnight so it
will stiffen readily when
beaten)
. Graham Cracker Crust :
24 graham crackers (rolled
fine)
1 .stick of butter melted
1 teaspc;ion of vanilla
½c. sugar
·

.

I

Take the pkg. of Lemon Jello

=~~et~~ili~ ~ 2

~~~~!at~~w~/

I Pineapple 1u1ce (*pineapple
I juice adds more zing to the
I Cheese Cake). Pour the boiled
I pineapple juice on the Jello
I and stir until dissolved , then
I set aside to cool.

hUS ti er t O p Iay pOO I.
·Present .th,·s· coupon f:
. off
and Play
for 1/-:a
.
7
·
I
t h e hourly rate.
a

Nam~---------------------Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City _ _ _ __

Zif) _ __

Telephone----------Organizations, schools, etc. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Courses taken under program _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

, Women's Studies Program., Northeastern Illinois

bring to C-528.

by ·roseann podraza

:NORTHEASTERN SPECIAL !
·

·

TRY 111-

1- - - - - - - - - - - - - · cou·PoN - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I
I
I
I

following questionaire.

University, 5500 N. St. Louis Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60625 or

********

ew

-

Northeastern's Women 's, Studies Program is in the process of
compiling a mailing list to interested people at UNI. The PrograrTl ,
which offers courses in various disciplines as well as staff an
office (C-528) hopes to expand their services through an exchange
of ideas with others.
If you would like more info on the Program , pleaw fill out the

MAIL TO:

Coffee
House

I

Women's Studies Mailing

• II

I

The Department of Elementary Education will be having an
open house, Tues. & Thurs.,
Feb, 13 & 15 at 1:00.
Students interestea in Elementary Edu. will have the
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I- In another mixing bowl take
I your cream cheese and 2

butter is melted add this to th e
graham crackers. Now add the
teaspoons of vanilla and mix.
Add the ½ cup of s'LJga r when
the vanilla· is mixed well into
the graham crackers. Use your
hands when mixing the crust
mixture so the crumbs will all
be moistened . Okay , spread
evenly th e graham mixture on
the bottom of a 2 quart
casserole dish and spread on
· the sides also. (Try to save 1/,
of the mixture for th e top of
the cheese cake.)
Take out the chilled ca n of
Milnot arid w"hip until stiif.
After the Milnot is stiffened
take the mixing bowl with thf'
creamed cheese mixture and
fold the Jello mixture together
Fold the stiffei1,ed Milnot into
the cream cheese mixture and
pour the batt er into the
graham cracker c·rust pyrex
casserole; refrigerate .
QUICK RESCUE : " Hunting
Headless Chickens' "
Readings from th e TWUR~

" If you 'r

adventerous
a he-man
or she-woman.
If you find yourself in a rut
com e join our safari hunts .

.

Yes we devour big game ,
small game,
in between game ,
And you can name the
game!

teaspoons of vanilla and cream
We have specials and
them together . Add the 1 cup , budgets
I of powder sugar when the On time and off
I cream cheese and vanilla are Close outs an·d Open ins.
~
well mixed . When the mixture
I is smooth add the 1 can of Short terms and long terms
I crushed (drained) pineapple . Pay later; pay now
: (*If you're boiling the half cup • cash or charge
I pineappl_e juice . you can use
Miss Cue
or C.O.D .
Little English
1 the drained 1u1ce from the
3305 N. Ashland
5658 W. Diversey I can). Put this aside .
THiS WEEK'S SPECIAL on
I
You might want to make
close out and long terms is
24 TABLES
18TABLES
I your crust mixture the night
HUNTING HE ADLE S S
I before or at least before you
House of Lords
CHICKENS. "
I start the recipe so it's firm .
Irving-Harlem ·Plaza
After reading this ad in my
: When :oiling fine the 24 graham
loc al town gazette I decided to
Norridge
1 crackers it might be best to roll try their special "HUNTING
20 TABLES
1 8 pieces at a time. Take the HEADLESS CHICKENS." But
•
·
EXPIRES Mar. 15 '73
.
I stick of butter and melt it in a remembering I know nothing
- - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J pan on the stove. When the
about hu_!.lting I wondered if

this was a good idea? I read the
ad on ce again and found it
reasonable . went over to the
agency and disc ussed all th e
important points on the 85
pagf' questionaire written in
small print , I had to fill out
about the payments for the
safari hunt . When finishing the
last page I then went on to fill
out 24 multi-co lored papers on insurance and hospi tali Lation
plans This is all took 12 3/ 4
ho urs to co mpl ete . We then
movPd on to th e length of the
saiari trip which was not
inl ludPd in the BS payment
pagt>s ior reasons unknown .
Tlw salPs 1wrso n handf'd nw a
,.,, page article on huntin g
headless chickens whi ch told
nw how to ·hunt them with
·1i1tl P cfiiiiculty
a lwav s
rt ' nwmbt•r to stav bPhind th eJ~l ,
or in front , on tire sides of
them ; but never in between
tlwml
FPeling very adventurous I
chose this weekend to go on
the safari hunt. Putting all but
$2 .97 down for paym ent I left
with mv ½ page huntin g
articl\' , an index card guarantee, and my round trip ti cket to
Wilsonville . Oh yes , th e sa les
person gave m e th e na:ne of
my guide ....:. Big Father, who
would h1eet me at the train
stop - tomorrow .
Stay tune to the sam e paper
, sa me day to find out the Journey!

Lost and Found: contributed
by Joan McGann. "Orville
Redenbacher' s Gourmet Popping Corn" is the world 's most
expensive popping corn and
represents 10 generations of
fancy seed breeding .
Directions :
•
Use traditional popper, an
iron skillet with a collander
covering it so that the corn
does not escate, but the steam
does. Remember to use the
fewer kernels than you think
you ' ll need, (about 1/3 less than
you would normally use) . Add
one part oil to three parts
popcorn . . Add salt after
oopping. To add salt first tends
to ·toughen the popped - corn.
Distrib. by Blue Plate Foods

\
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''Dreamland'.' Promises To Be No Sleeper
by Mamie Fournier
Over a score of UN I stars
will shi ne, sing, shimmer and
sparkle a full
week
in
" Dream land" from the ides of
March on. There definitely will
be " no smoking in . the
auditorium" with so many
chosen to cast a cloud .
A ss ignments have been
made with Mike Rossmann ,
S.M. on cloud 9 in " Dreamland's" crew head li st. Just
becuase the play is " Dreamland," S.M . does not mean
Sand Man . It means Stage
Manager.
Assisting him will be Nadine
Schwartz and Craig Brenner.
Nadine has had past experience with the theater in "Bye,
Bye Birdie," "Guys and Doll s"
and " Finian 's Rainbow" with
the Jewish Community Center.
The Center Youth and Symbiosis Theaters are where Craig
learned hi s craf(
Providing moon rays and
stars and probably a few sheep
will be Diane Mikes as head of
the props crew . The heralding
angel of " Dreamland " is
Caroly n Nielsen with her
publ icity . Other crew include
Sue Sherman, sound; Jack
Bronstein , visuals , Jack Meyers,
lighting, and Yvonne Nyden ,
make-up.

Marcie Lynn Sala will bring
experience from "A Man 's A
Man," " Little Mu rders," "V i 11ians
and Violence " and
" Toyland ." Ms . Sala will be
assisted by Judy Bruno as
assistant dance captain. Ms .
Bruno has contributed to
numerous productions . At UNI
these include " Toyland" and
" Dragons are Coming."
Although crew heads and
participants have been chosen ,
the actual casting of parts
remains to be finished. A
veteran of · DePaul University
productions, Maria Boundas
will make her UNI debut in
" Dreamland ." Juris Graudins
has been involved in Stageplayers' productions of " Puss in
Boots" and "Once Upon a
Mattress." Esther Kusy was in
the Children's Theatre productions of "Bag-It" and "Toyland ." She is presently lendin g
her talents to "T he Dragon s are
Coming."
Jerry Bajczyk previously
worked with David _Unumb in
other college productions and
will now appear in "Dreamland. " Mike Springer's experiences with the more threatening "Villians and Violence" and
"Little Murders " developed
into the docile "Toyland" and
now the ethereal " Dreamland "
Frank Shiras brings oLhside

experience from Theatre First
and the Atheneaum ·Theater in
Chicago.
Lester R. Palmer will head .
the costume crew fo r "Dreamland". Kathy O 'Donnell has
had experience with Interpreter's Theatre , the Th·espian
Players at Munde lein ·, the
Lincoln Park Theatre on the
Lake and St. Gertrude Church
plays. Paul Manaois enters the
" Dreamland" set from the
scene of " The Little Murders ."
" Dreamland" will be Tom
Kemp Stack's theater debut. He
co mes to us from
the
University of Chicago and
Loyola University from which
he was graduated. Darlene
Susan Wise has had experience

THE HEART
BREAK KID

by J.C. Wynn

a

1haon1y lhi191ia.ialaya1,out t cn._._ .

by Linda Ozag
Directed by Elaine May, starring Cha rl es Grodi11 . c1s Lenny ,
Cybill Shepherd , as Kelly, Jeanni e Berlin (E laine May's daughter),
as Lila , and Eddie Albe'rt, as Mr. Corcoran. Photographed by Owen
Roizma n, whose last work was THE FRENC H CONNECTIO N.
Truth , presented through comedy , is the eas iest wav to takP
reality . This film tells a story so rea l and close to everv day , that
as iron ic as it is, it is very believable . W e see a ·• nice " lewish bov
falling in love with a " ni ce" Jewish girl on their ·• niu•· 1\.1ia111i
Beach honeymoon. We see him melt with desire tor his gent ilP
dream girl , who literally stumbles upon hi111 dt tlw becKh . Thi,
accident changed Lenny's simp le existence int o that oi c1 111an
possessed. The hard truth of the situ ation , put at such ,1 ridiculous
angle, encourages us to go alo ng with -the protagon ist -cls lw rolls
along, reac hin g out beyond what he can hancll1• .
, The characters are like your nex t door nt:>ghbor, . Thev ctn• rec1I
Cybill Shepherd comes across very etft:>ctivt:>I\ c1, ,1 s111c1rt-c1leck
RAH-RAH. However I found it hard to bel.i evP her in the role of a
loving dedicated wife . Eddie A lbert
\\ ho pnrtrctved the
granite-wal l business Jllan -100% convict 1<H1
t lw 111ai11
obstacle between Lenny and his drea111
As Lenny gets his first mistake annullt·d ill' " co111pletelv
unaware of what he is getting into . As \\t' lt•,1vt• we see hi111
slowly adopting the bad habits of his first ,,·iie . <1, tlw circle rolls .
Never-the-less, Lenny shows us that with enou~h CHL 1T7-PAH the
golden apple can be yours .

".i,

You are invited to attend any or all of a series of First Tuesday and Third
Tuesday Coffee Hours which wHI be held in my office, E-219 .
The Coffee Hours during our Winter Trimester will be open discussions on
topics determined by the interests and concerns of those attending. The First
and Third Tuesday dates to remember are :

GLENLAKE
·vollSWAGUI

6035 N. IIOlDWlY
0.--1-.
a....-. ea S-3S00

Also debuting in " Dreamland" are Thomas Martinez
and Harry H~ltgran . Patri ck
Dillon will once again grace
the UNI stage. He brings
experience from " A Man 's A
Man " and " Little Murders."
Harold Cohn p layed Judge
Stern in " Little Murders" and
was t he stage manager for
" Toyland". He has appeared on
the UNI TV station , and now
will perform in " Dreaml and. "
So now that all these
Stageplayers' names have ·been
dropped, why not knock the
stars out of your ides in March
and get a good view of
"Dreamland"?

Ski Bums
February 9

Tippecanoe and
Already Seen Before
A show built on the successes of the past and billed as " Golden
Oldies," irrespective of its fine quality, hardly seems appropriate
fare for a company whose reputation has been established equally
through their use of controversial subject matter and the skill of
its presentation .
So it is that The Second City assumes its place with all of the
other establishE1d institutions of this safe society . It seems the
enigma of America to break away from old traditions and achieve
new heights then, once in front of the pack , to balk and , instead
of pursuing that personal goal, to continually look back and
maneuver to stay in front of the pack . Such is the plight of The
Second City with its cu rrent offering of " TIPPECANOE AND DEJA
VU".
.
This 45th consecutive review is a composite of some of the
more popular skits from the past few years. The safety to be found
in working with material that is both familia r to the cast and of
known audience reaction is an obvious attraction to anyone who
is satisfied with the status-quo . There are no new lines or
cha.racters to learn and no-one' is going to be offended. After all
hasn 't Neil Simon been successful for years in popular theatre? But
then, The Second City is not popular theatre. Or is it?
The Second City has
reputation for being fresh, witty, and
alive. While its demise is not about to be recorded, it would seem
to be risky business , this parading of ghosts across the stage.
Dragging out the past in this manner creates the danger of losing
the spontaneity generated by coming to grips with today. This
would be the loss of a central quality of the art, without which it
would seem unable to survive.

with the Stageplayers' " Little
Mu rders " and Interpreters '
Theatre. Phyllis S. Kobins
worked backstage on " Toyland" through the Childrens'
Theatre Workshop .
Another new-comer to the
UNI stage will be Janina
Lomonaco , a graduate of
Mari ll ac High School. Brian C.
Kil mnick has worked on the
U n iversity's TV and radio
stations. He will play the part
of the King in the " D ragons Are
Coming" in the Children 's ·
Theatre as well as receive an
assignment in " Dreamland. "
Coming to the UNI stage from
Good Counsel High School _is
Suzanna Molnar.

Tuesday

Feb . 20

10 :30 A .M. till noon

Tuesday

March 6

10:30 A .M. till noon

Tuesday

March 20

1 0 :30 A.M. till noon

Tuesday

April 3

10: 30 A.M . till noon

These Coffee Hours are designed as a means by which all of us in the Northeastern community can get together and know and understand each other.
Hopefully they are m eaningful happenings which will help to keep dialogue
open on our campus.
Please try to attend!

"There was a time," says
Dick Barrymore, "when 'sk ibum ' meant a devil-may-care
rascal
who
was
always
welcome from Aspen to Val
d' lsere.
"But no -more," the veteran
ski docu mentary maker said
with a touch of sadness .
"Those days are gone forever.
" Of course, " . Barrymore
added, " there's still a few
diehards,
but they're fast
becoming extinct. Today,
there's just no room for the ski
bum in the world of skiing."
An amateur camera bug all
his life, Barrymore decided to
combine his hobbies, and
made " The Last of the Ski
Bums," which will be shown
in the Auditorium at 7:30, Friday. He shot most of the
sequences while skiing in front
of or just behind the three ski

bums featured in the film, and
while hand-holding his 16mm
Bolex. He is now content that
the general public can at last
experience the beauty and
majesty of the skiing scene,
seen through a unique and
personal angle.
The Sandal s, who did the
sound-track for Bruce Brown's
" The Endless Summer," composed and performed the
original soundtrack.

Truth
Like stars
Shines out bright
Its essence
Light
Is blinding. 1.ozag 1=23=73
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by Tony Kopera
A couple of issues ago t here
appeared in the Print's roving
reporter section some comments on the way the General
Psychology course is bein&
handled . The comment has
meaning fqr those fami liar with
the course, who can then
either agree or disagree .
· However, it seemed to me that
the course sho(.Jld be described
for those don't kn ow what we
in the Psychology Department
are doing, so that misconceptions don't arise.
The General Psychology
course follows the Personalized Systems of Instruction
method, also called the " Keller
Plan ." The "Ke ller plan" is
named after psychologist Fred
Keller, who was involved in
origination the method if 1962.
Basically , individualized in struction means that, withi n
certa in limits, each student
taking General Psychology has
a course designed specifically
for him or her. The limits are
set by the course material :
students are asked to learn
what they should in any
General Psychology course .
The course is individualized in
that each student goes through
the material as he or she
please, at his or her own pace.
Here's how it works . On the
first day of class each student
gets a study guide. This guide
is meant to point out key facts
or ideas in a relatively small
portion of the book (usua lly 20
or 30 pages) . The student,
using the study guide as an aid,
studies the materi al. When he
or she feels ready, a test · is
· given. The test is made up of
seven multiple choice questions and three identificationdefinition- items. The test is
corrected as soon as the
student finishes it. If the
student answers nine or ten
items correctly, he or she can
proceed to the next section . If
less than nine are answered
correctly, the 6tudent must
retake the test until a score of
90% is achieved .
Class time is spent studying

I have interviewed various
students in different sections
·of Psychology 201. I have
gotten a variety of responses
ranging from satisfaction to
hatred for the course. The
general opinion of the people I
have interviewed is one of mild
dissatisfaction with the course
as a whole.
I must say that · the work
involved in completing the
Psychology 201 course is not
easy by any means . The course
requires taking a series of tests .
These tests are based on one
800 page book . This book
contains a lot of rel evant as
well as irrelevant material. The
students I talked to disagree on
the value of using this book .
The majority of students find
the Keller Book a little bit hard
to handle. They also believe
that they way the tests are
given is not very fair. When
you take a test in Psychology
201 you have to get nine out of
ten questions corre~t in order
to pass it. This 90% passing
figure is thou ght of as too high
by many of the students in this
course.
The general concensus on
the part of the students is that
90% should be lowered to
between 70 and 80% . Then a
student who studies for the test
wouldn't have to take it over if
he only misses two answers .
The-required number of tests
nee'ded to pass this course is
high, also. In order to cove r
the whole book in one
trimester the students have to
take at least 40 or more tests to
pass this course.
I feel that the tests may not
be all that hard if one studies

and taking tests. There is no
mandatory attendance . Students show up when they want
to take tests . In this way they
can work ahead or take time
off if they so desire. Grades are
based on the number of tests
based, no matter how many
times it takes to pass them,
and on the final exam.
The most important question
is : Why did we in the
Psychology Department
choose to run the course in
this way? The purpose of the
General Psyc hology cou rs e is
to provide essential information about the many areas of
psychology. This is not an easy
thing to · do. _Much has to b~
learned in a short span of time.
It occurred to Keller that
psychologists sh.ould apply
psychology in teaching rather
than simply try to teach_ what
we have learned. We know
that studying is more efficient
if done in small bits . We know
that telling students their
scores on tests immediately
after the test is better than
waiting a week to do so. The
Personalized Systems of Instruction, with short tests on
sma ll sections of the text, with
immediate results , is the
appli·c ation of what we've
learned to what we're doing. _
This approach has now been
used more widely in the last
five · or six years. Research
shows that students 1) learn
more, 2) understand more, and
3) remember longer using this
method rather than with the
traditional approach of lectur
es with a midterm and a final.
Students who have taken
co urses usin g Pe rsonalized
Systems of Instruction report
that they prefer it to the
traditional approach , and that
they talk to their teachers more
than they ordinarily do.
Since our job is to help
students learn psychology, we
have to use the best method
we can. Presently, we feel that
Personalized Systems of Instruction (PSI) is it.

Thank goodneu some things
,.,,., change.

PRINT NEEDS
WRITERS
E-214

Good _
things, like eicprening
your love with a diamond.
And good things, like the 82 year old
Hollands Jewelers policy of retuml1'Q your
·
money If you're not aatJlfied. ·
Lota of things have ciianged, too. For
the better. Like the neweat cuts in diamonds,
especially our exciting new heart shapes.
And the large selection of beautiful
new settings that you'll find at

TRANSFER DON'T DIOP
Consider Engineering
Technology

62 Job Interviews
in 600ays!

Graduate with Associate
of Science Degree

February Semester En,ollment Open!
I.D.T. Technical Colfeae
Morrison, Illinois 61270

properly for it. A student does
have the opportunity to take
the test over if he flunks it. But
the problem involved here is
the time the student devotes- to
one course . Th e student
sometimes spe nds more time
studying for his General
Psychology course than he
does for all hi s other courses
• combined.
If the net result of all this
time consumption on t he part
of the student paid off in
furthering his ·knowledge to a
great degree, it would be worth
it. Does. such a furtherin g of
ones knowledge of psychology
take place? This is the question
that cannot be answered at the
present t ime. According to Mr.
Kopera, his statistics show, that
the retention rate of Psychology data is mu ch higher in this
course than in any other
psychology course (he knows
of at th e present time) .
According to the students, the
retention rate is about the
same as a course with lesser
work involved . Some students
, have even told me that they
forget all the information
studi ed shortly after the test is
taken .
I would like to sum up this
course by saying that there is a
lot of work involved in taki ng
it. No one who isn't willing to
study should even consider
such a course. But if you like a
chall enge and enjoy lea rning a
lot of material, I vyould hi ghl y
recommend it.
How much you get out of
this course is up to you, but
don 't expect to get by without
earning y'our grade to the
fullest degree.

Midwest's finest ski resort, 11 runs, 465 foot
vertical drop. 2 chairlifts. the World's finest sno-making system.
135 room facility accommodates 850, includes ski
shop, theatre, game room, bars, restaurants, sauna,
indoor pool , live weekend entertainment.

30AY, 2NIGHT,
SNEAK-AWAY

$49 SQ
•

Ho-•-.. -·

~

11er11tn.
ai;

1cc.

'- INCLUDES: LIFT FEES-5 MEALS-2 SKI LESSONS
LODGING-SUN.-THURS.-HOLIOAYS EXCLUDED
CHICAGO (312) 456-1161
GALENA (815) 777-1320
CHESTNUT MT. LODGE
GALENA, ILL 61036

lloll1111d~ .Jew~lers
a...---.-....
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POET

TO READ AT UNI
ON TUESDAY
Poet, William Wandick , and 'student at UNI , was just recently
published · in Contemporaries - Twenty-eight New American
Poets, edited by Jean Malley and Hale Tokay, Viking Press . He
will be giving a reading at Northeastern on Tuesday, Feb. 13 at
1 :00 p.m. in the Writing Center. Some of you may be familiar with
hi s works . He sometimes writes under the name, Shabazz . He's
been .published in past issues of the print and in Stone Wind City,
a Northeastern publi cation . It's latest edition called St. Wind.
W andi ck agrees with DuBois, " I'm a man before I'm a Black. "
And he doesn' t consider himself political. Yet in this society his
blackness and the politi cs of the times do not leave him
untou ched .
the fred hampton chant

rhythm. He enjoys " The Last Poets" - " They're very powertul,
dynami c." He also admires the rhythm and chanting of Nikki
Giovanni's "Truth Is On It's Way".
Though only six when he came to Chicago from Memphis, he
still remembers Memphis . " But I dor>'t rem·ember the racial
segregation . Only one instance, where I remember vaguely not
being allowed to play w ith a little white girl. "
He discussed the importan ce of self expression, making
reference to Sociology of Sexuality, a course he had taken last
trimester, " For those who have been social stigmas all their lives,
they are more positive towards themselves. They are allowed to
express and interact. They can say ' I know now whp I am',"
Poems by Will i am Donald Wandick taken
Contemporaries - Twenty-Eight New American Poets.
(The Viking Press, New York, 1972), pp. 79 & 83.

every death of a fred hampton maintains the status quo
every death of a fred hampton maintains the -status quo
every death of a fred hampton maintains the status quo

from

Moonchild i wa

fre_d i heara your voice scream something
but over the distance it became unintelligible
what was it
within this immobile scheme of hopefully latent dreams
' i search for your sound and your coherence
where are you
th e night now carries obscure and whispered mementoes

running after the lingering smell of crotches dropping petals of moondust
laughing my smile my moonsmilc
it was ovcnhot carthday with wind ca rry ing babyvoiccs puc rto r icaOO sounds

i was circling circling to light & fall victim to cssentialcod:strutters
who like fardi ~tant other wo rlds twinkle through one S fingers
words are the nerve ends of the soul
he shoved me to moonlove & this chord is brieftoss

i am hard lonely pressed for he

why do you run from me why

him} s the circle my arm creates r91.md my head
thi s rccollection•mcmory weighs l_ike some chaotic & sustained killing

they out to get you they
they out to get you
they out to get you

where arc the definite men
no one fully comprehends my loss of the moon : i am

Moonchild
• here for indefinite stay whoever find s these shinings si~g_me fflOOnblues

fred i heard your voice scream something
what was it
over the distance it became unintelligible
where are you

my cars hear nothing
else •

within this immobile scheme of hopefully latent dreams
i search for your sound and your coherence
why do you run from me
the night now carries obscure and whispered m em entoes

IT'S A RAID!

every death of a fred hampton maintains the status quo
every death of a fred hampton maintains the sttus quo
every death of a fred hampton is th/ death of YOU
" Society is a monster. It's racist and harming the children. I
work with retarded children at Maywood from 6 to 12 years old ,
and I see ·how they are warped, chained and crippled . Th~y were
never told to explore and reach for things themselvs ."
Wandick has the presen ce of the poet, dancer, artist. . He's all
these things, yet plans to be a high school English teacher. " I
consider teaching an interchange with pupils. " Perhaps his choice
to teach is because of the high regard he has for his own high
school Engli sh teacher when he went to Crane, " Charles Vantiger.
He was my mentor. He recogniz~d· and criticized some of the
early stuff:-"
Wandi ck began writing poetry at the age of eight. He writes
poetry like he paints . It comes to him in certain images. He's
oppo~ed to the ,c ontrolled sonnet - against contrived images and

Alpha Chi Epsilon will be
holding it's first mixer this
trimester on Friday Night,
February 9, at 7:00 p.m . in the
North Dining l-'lall. Admission
is $1 .00 in advance ; $1 .25 at
the door.
The theme of this mixer is
" The Saint Valentine's Day
Massacre", Music is being
provided by "Poncho Pilot. "
Everyone is invited . This is a
terrific chance to meet th~
'brothers' and students from'
other schools , Incidentally, the
Security Office has sent around
a notice because of this mixer-.
Sa ying that all hand guns,
machine guns, and violin cases
must be checked at the door.

Why?

by Jane Spasovich

Can you tell me why
I rub my eyes with soot-filled hands_
covered with graphite and lye?
Can you tell me why
the tenement baby, with many 6, 8 and
4-legged friends to play amongst, begins
to shake his tiny fist and cry?
Can you tell me why
Sterlized rectangular monuments to
man's effluence, take on the odor
of a public pig sty?
Can you tell me why
man fails to notice the outstretched hands
of his double- knit soul, while he glances
at the ketchup stain on his zodiac tie?
q

Can you tell m e why
The air has become a. sewer
and birds no longer sing or ,fly ?
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All undergraduate and graduate students interested in
serving on the Commuter Center Board of Managers please
leave name with Shirley Rovrer, at the South Mezzanine
E-220 above the cafeteria.

~ ( } 'ti/UNI

Li - r.o.

Commuter Center

Buffeteria opens Tuesday, February

6.
Please come in and Try this Concept.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH • • •
by Ray Worth

In 1971, Chicago Daily News
Columnist · Mike Royko, published a classical political book
called Boss. His book, which
gained national attention ,
peeked deeply into the career
of chicago Mayor Richard J.
Daley, and big city political
activities. Royko consented to
let me interview him on several
items of interst relating to
political events after the
convention of 1972. Royko has
long been an articulate critic
of the Daley Machine, and as
he has said , he writes a lot
about Mayor
Daley,
as
reporters in Washington D.C.
would
writ e
about
the
President. Royko is a far
_ ranging talker , with a slow
quiet manner a.bout him
carefully weighing his answers
to my questions .

Q : Mr. Royko , what motivated you to write your book
Boss?
A: Well a publisher asked
me if I would write a book on
Daley and after I thought
about it, and decided it could
be done; you see Daley won ' t
cooperate with anyone who
wants to write a book about
him . But I decided it could be
done
even
without
his
cooperation. It seemed like an
interesting project. He's probably the only person in
chicago about whom you can
write a book and get a best
seller, a national best seller.
He's been a part 9f the area of
news I've covered as long as
I've been in this business and
so it seemed like a good idea.

Q: Mr. Royko, do you think
that Mayor Daley's power has
lessened since the Democratic
convention of 1972 or do you
think since the _ defeat of
Senator George McGovern the
old party pro's will be taking
over again?
A: Oh I don 't know if
they' ll be taking over .. . I don't
think they'll ever have the kind
of control they used to have.
As much as they dislike the
reform element the liberal
element of the Democratic
party, they are there, they are
an organization, they are a
parti cularly effective organization in prill)aries , which is
really where th e McGovern
people show their talents. As

long as you ' re effective in
primaries you 're going to be
a factor. I think it's a matter of
the party pro's and the reform
people realizing you can't have
an effective Democratic party
if either is forced out.
The party pro's got a taste of
what they've been doing to
people a long time themselves
and the reformers recognize
that without the professionals
in the party, they might be
effective in the primaries. But
they can't do very well in a
genral election. As far as
Daley ' s powers go , they
diminished considerably, well
before the convention in 72.
The surest evidence in the
decline of , the Democratic
Machine in Cook County was
overlooked by most political
observers. The significant
political event as far as the
machine went in 1972 was the
losses in the primary, when
Walker beat Simon
(Lt .
Governor Paul Simon), and
when Hanrahan beat Berg.
(States Attorney Edward Hanrahan) That was probably even
more significant than Hanrahan losing the States Attorney's
election later. A political
machine is not really a
machine when it can't win
primaries anymore. That is
where the machine has got to
be able to win , or then it isn't a
machine, it's an organization.
Q: Do you see Governor
Walker's non-involvement with
the Chicago school strike as a
desire to be neutral as far as
. Chicago matters are concerned?
A : He probably didn't get
involved in it because there
was nothing he could do and
since there was nothing he
could do if he did get involved,
all he would do is come out
looking ineffectual. So he
probably stayed out of it for
that reason.
Q: Do you feel that there' s
been any significant changes in
Chicago as far as racial
problems go in the ghetto and
in the Daley administrations
attitude towards them. Do you
feel there is now a hopeful sign
in Chicago?
A: There are no more
changes in Chicago than there
have been nationally. The
changes here are just the
change s you
have
seen
everywhere else. I don 't view

the changes having anything to
do with city administration .
Nationally since 1945 is the
period we ·can talk about.
There ' s been tremendous
changes in the role of the
black person in our society.·
You talk to young people on
the way things are and they
don 't see changes. But when
you think as recently as when
Jackie Robinson was breaking
into major league baseball, he
stayed on his first trip (to
Chicago) at the Hilton Hotel.
The Hilton said he could have
a room but that he couldn ' t
use the dining rooms. When I
was in the south 22 years ago
in the service, it was a different
way of life than I have ever
seen a human being subjected
to . Blacks twenty five years
ago almost never came into
the loop. They didn't work in
the stores . They didn' t use the
facilities . So I think the
changes, especially since Dr.
King's era, have been significant. But the Daley administration had nothing to do with it.
It was ·just part of the nationa l
changes .
Q: Can you believe that
Governor Walker can remain
independent of the bosses
while he's Governor or will he
have
to make compromises
with the Daley Machine?
A : He made compromises
during his campaign just in
things he stopped saying.
Before the primary he attacked
Clyde Choate as being the
worst e lement of politics, and
once he won the primary and
needed
their
help,
(the
machine) he was talking about
Clyde Choate as being a real
man of the people . So he made
comprimises then and he' ll
continue to make compromises
with the legislature. He's going
to need Daley's help to get
through programs since he
wants to be a boss himself. The
man
who
managed
his
campaign, Victor De Gracia,
wants to be another Daley . It's
simply a matter of one set of
bosses in an effort to push out
another set, so whenever he
has to, Walker will compromise.
Q: Do you think the
so-called independents such as
William Singer and Jesse
Jackson have lost the power
they had gained previously in
the convention of 1972?

PRINT

Mike
Boyko
A : Well I think that both of
them came out of the national
elections looking a little less
dramatic than they did when
they managed to get themselves seated. Before it was
over the McGovern people
where going to Daley not to
Singer and Jackson asking for
help. They knew that Jackson
couldn ' t deliver many votes,
that he really wasn't that
effective in practical politics,
and that Singer had a rather
limited following. No, I don't
see either of them as major
figures right now. They are a
lot bigger on the pages of the
New York Times than they are
in ward politics .
Q: Do you
fee l
the
legislators in Springfield ignore
the wishes of the people they
rep resent and do you feel they
act independently of the
people?
A: The public doesn' t pay
that much attention to the
legislature and I think they
(the leg islature) get away with
too much. The public just
doesn't understand nor really
care about, except for major
things like state income tax
and things -- like that. I think
except for a brief period when
we have state wide elections

and a lot of top people got in ,
you 've got · a pretty motley
bunch down there and always
have. Look at the eviden ce of
the race track stock scandal ,
really a lot of thieves , and the
Chicago bunch are no worse
than the downstate people_.
When some these country
boys get down there, it's a big
deal for them to be in a big
town like Springfield , whooping it up and making a lot of_
money. I don' t think the public
gets it's money's worth out of
the legislators. Also there 's this
terrible situation of the
Chicago legislators and the
downstate guys. There should
be really more home rule.
Chicago shouldn' t have to
depend
on
what
some
bumpkin from Cairo, Illinois
thinks we should be doing .
Take the C.T.A. for example .
The
downstaters
don 't want to help . I'd like to
see Chicago and Cook County
made into a separate state . We
could support ourselves quite
well if our ·state taxes went into
the needs of our area. But th e
state would have a hell of a
time avoiding being a disaster
area if they didn' t have the
help of Chicago's tax mon ey
falling in.

BERRIGAN INVITES
POETS TO UNI
This Thursday, Feb : 8, 2:00
his word have been Jack Clark
p.m ., Northeastern plays guest
and John Weiners ; " refugees . .
to two pooets from the New
from the Charles Olson River."
York school of poetry-Leis
Frank O'Hara and Ted Berrigan
Mac Adams and Don Cameron.
have also contributed, " espeMac Adams, who ' s work
cially Berrigan . He gave me my
appears in such anthologies as
first pill and showed me how
" The New American Poets"
write words down."
and "An Antho logy of New
York Poets" , has co-authored
This will be Don Cameron 's
several
books,
including first reading at Northeastern . A
" Mother 8 " with Dancan book of his poetry will be
McNaughton, and the first of available sh-ortly .
his records "Mother 9" (which
Both poets are visiting UNI
is
also
co-edited
with by invitation or poet-inMcNaughton) .
residence . Ted Berrigan , as part
Born in 1944, Ma cAdams of Typhoes series of poetry
says
he had
a
normal readings. The reading will be
childhood excpet, " I was a held in room 1002 Classroom
switch hitter." Influences on Building. Admission is free .

nie e~ciJ-ilj, fhrabsrlj toJJ.c. mClsJc..
of' Sou:Ht A:ffJ co.. M<l R.hodeski
MUDDY WATERS
IS COMING, · FEB. 8, 2:00,

UNI Auditorium
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Mahavishnu, John McLaughlin, Guitarist
by Mark Rosen
Mahavishnu John Mclaughlin is probably the premier guitarist
and musician of the decade. A bold and presumptuous statement?
Maybe. Listen to his music, and it is doubtful if you'll still think
so.
The Mahavishnu Orchestra is the latest incarnation in the
career of John Mclaughlin. Beginning with Graham Bond, John
Mclaughlin has been fixture of the Tony Williams Lifetime, Joe
Farrell Quartet, and Miles Davis bands, all vanguards of the avant
garde jazz scene. In between all this came an interesting solo jazz
album , EXTRAPOLATION, which has just been released in the
U.S. for the first time.
In late 1970 Mclaughlin hit the states with DEVOTION, a
maniacal album which can only be described as soaring,
screaming, powerhouse rock. Another reviewer put it this way;
"The best fucking guitarist I've ever heard. DEVOTION proved
hard rock didn't have to be like the pounding hammers in an
Anacin headache commercial, and reaffirmed McLaughlin's
versatility in different styles of music.
Next summer found MY GOAL'S BEYOND in the record stores.
· The change in style was comparable to Timothy Leary going from
· LSD · to Buddha. Side one consisted of haunting, beautiful,
textural , eastern music devoted to peace; and side two was
acoustic jazz guitar sans accompaniment. An investigation of the
liner notes revealed the reason for the drastic change from
DEVOTION . John Mclaughlin was now Mahavishnu John
Mclaughlin, a disciple of Sri Chinmoy, spiritual leader of the
United Nations.
MY GOAL'S BEYOND is addition featured two musicians who
were to join Mclaughlin i forming the Mahavishnu Orchestra.
Jerry Goodman, former violinist for the Flock , and Billy Cobham,
renowned session drummer, were later joined by bassist, Rich
Laird, and keyboard man, Jan Hammer, to form the present
coalition.
The Mahavishnu Orchestra has fused McLaughlin's past lives
into an indescribable union ·of sweeping brilliance, an amalgam of
everything acoustic and electronic which has characterized rock
and jazz in the past. Nothing about this band is remotely similar
to any other current popular or jazz group. The musicians are all

virtuosos - the drum work will leave you breathless, the violin
mesmerized. And Mahavishnu . guitar. . . sheets of lightning,
crystal scintillation - an aural description of thought itself.
Mahavishnu music is the poetry of the Absolute.
Mahavishnu John Mclaughlin is modest about his musi c - so
modest in fact, that he refuses to attribute his creativity to
himself, and insists that it comes from God . The rest of his band
does not follow the same religious path that he has chosen, but
sti 11 demonstrate the same superhuman intensity.
The title and songs of the first Orchestra album, THE INNER
MOUNTING FLAME, are testimony to McLaughlin's intense
spiritual devotion. Vital Transformations; Meetings of the Spirits;
Awakening; You Know, You Know, are all rungs on the ladder to
true fulfillment, which Mahavishnu believes to be union with .
God. In addition, he gives us little treats: Dawn, a musical and
very visual sunrise; Dance of Maya, a wah-wah saga of frustration
and enlightenment. This album has complete lyrics even though
there is not a vocal on the album. It won Downbeat's best popular
album and best new group awards, the first group to ever do so in
the history of the magazine.
BIRDS OF FIRE, the second, has jsut been released, and
promises to su rpa ss its predecessor. A little more varied than
INNER MOUNTING FLAME, BIRDS OF FIRE gets its title from a
Sri Chinmoy poem. The title cut is searing, shearing waves of
emotion, the sou l searching for perfection. Open Country Joy is a
surprise country Mahavishnu unmistakably country,
unmistakably cosmic. Sanctuary and One Word will leave you
wondering whether Mahavishnu's musicians are · human, or if
they're messenters of the un iverse instead. BIRDS OF FIRE is one
of the most intense musical experiences you will ever undergo,
demanding absolute attention but issuing infinite rewards.
Live, the Mahavishnu Orchestra is likely to receive a dozen
sponta neous standing ovations. The next local concert is February
18 at the Aragon.
.
Mahavishnu John Mclaughlin is a genius. Don't be surprised if
his current music is thought of as the music that metamorphosed
popu lar music into a serious art form in the future. Listen to his
music. It's as close to the universe as you can get. Then you
know, you know.

Northeastern Illinois University
Policy for Student Redress
on Grades
All students have a legitimate right to seek redress when they consider their grade in a course to be
unreasonable or unjust. The faculty senate recommends that the following procedures be instituted
to allow a student to obtain consideration and possible redress of such a grievance.

1. The student should consult the instructor for reconsideration of the grade.

THE MYSTERY GIFT
Life's pattern reflects
As water the Sun
What we are given
To mold, form, make
But only too few realize
What can be made
From Life
A g,.ft.
Struggle, pain, fear
Keep us down
From seeing
The other side ofthe coin
Always present .
Seldom seen.

2.

If the above option does not satisfy the student he may then approach the instructor's
department chairman and ask for an investigation of his grievance.
At this time the student will present a written statement to the department'chairman explaining
the reasons for feeling his grade was unjustified.
The department chairman will then consult the faculty member involved and obtain from him
any information pertinent to the case which the instructor feels justifies the grade given.
The department chairman will then discuss the grievance with the student and may or may not
indicate to the student whether or not he feels the complaint is justified .

3. If the student feels that his complaint has not been properly dealt with he can then appeal in
writing to the dean of the appropriate college. If the de.an feels the merits of the case justify
further investigation beyond

the department

level he may then

refer the

grievance to a

special committee which shall be known as the Student Redress Committee.

4. The Student Redress Committee shall be composed of seven members as follows:
Two faculty members from the Academic Freedom and Welfare Committee.
Two faculty member from the Student Affairs Council.
The Dean of the college involved or his representative .
The department chairman shall be present during the hearing of the case .
The Student Redress Committee will investigate the case, consult with the student and faculty
member involved , and make a judgement.
If the committee decides the student has been unfairly graded they shall have the power to
change the grade froin a letter grade to a grade of " P" (pass).
If the committee decides there is insufficient evidence to support the student's claim the
original grade will stand.
The decision of the Student Redress Committee shall be final.

CSC Activitks
Wednesday, February 7
Once again t he Catholic
Student Center is happy to
announce another of our
week ly dinners . With the world
the way it is today, you never
know if this will be the last one
or not. The dinner starts at 6:30
p.m ., and usually costs less
t han a dollar. The place is the
Catholic Student Center, 5450
N. Kimball.
Saturday, February 10
We at CSC would like to
invite the enti re UNI community to our annual Valentine's Day Party . The time will
be 7:30 p.m. and the donation
will be $1.00 ·per person. The
place is the Catholic Student
Center, 5450 N Kimball Come
on over and have a bal l !
Follwoing the party , at
10:00, really this is in the
middle of the party, there will
be a Mass for the weekend
Catholics. Both events will be
at the Catholic Student Center,
5450 N . Kimball.
Friday, February 16
Here we go again with
another Discussion-type Coffee
House. The topic has not yet
been selected but it promises
to be equal!, if not more,
exciting than the last one. The
starting time is 7:30 p.m . and
the place is the Catholic
Student Center , 5450 N.
Kimball.

l'M A PERSON
I'm a Person
Sometimes happy, often sad.
Some think me kooky - a little mad,
But I'm becoming glad
I'm a Person, I'm Me.
I'm a Person,
I'm the Me that is really Me,
But I often try so hard not to be.
Still it's plain to everyone who can really see
That I'm neither more nor less than meI'm a Person, I'm Me.
I'm a Person,
Say it once or many times;
The feelings sound like church bell chimes,
Like an opera or a race - a robin full of grace.
I can begin to tell you face to face
I'm a Person,
I'm Me,
A Am!!

- Allan Katcher
If you are interested in becoming a participant in a basic
human interaction lab called
"Getting The Self Together," or
"Am I Really Who I Think You

Think I Really Am" sign up at
Counseling Center-West. Times
to be announced. Facilitator:
Barbara Behrendt.

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
by Sue Emanuel
The Th ursday League fi nall y
took action on t he cou rts for
the fi rst t ime, Feb . 1, Thu rsday
1 :00 P.M. saw AXE rip through
Harpers Bazaar by a very b ig
margin . The O ld-Timers put it
to t he Jets .and wa lked away
with t hat one. Bo ner's Ark
drew a bye.
• In t he f:30 league saw
C l ea nlin ess • and H e;lthful
Li v ing roll over ST for a big
win . Rip City d id thei r t hin g,
and_ you guessed it, ripped
apart the Yemen.
On e o f t he outs tandin g
players in t hi s year's lntramurals is Steve "Mad Dog" Clark
wh o playe at Gord on Tech'
and made All City . Due to hi s
" Lovelife" he didn' t go out for
the varsity. Thi s was truly a
grea t loss.
•
WRNE were the lu cky ones
to draw the f irst Bye. Here are
the team sta nd ings afte( one
game.

The Tuesday League now in
t heir second week had some
close games. In t he Tuesday
1 :00 P.M . League saw the
Ko lvas w in aga iri , w ho by th.e
way never lost in six yea rs.
Head Reac h took the bye. Thi s
year Head Rac h has 4/ 5 of all
the snakes in the sc hool - on
t heir team . I have one thing to
say to Head Reac h, Rem ember
to wear your " Skates" wh en
you " Snake."

In t he . Tuesday 1:30 P.M .
League saw the Ch allengers
walk all over t he Ind ependents.
By the way the Chall~ngers •
have played the Ko lva the last
two years in the Championship
games and got nosed out both
times . New Lakers beat the
Bull ets, and t he Lakers took
t he bye.

-Scores
Tuesday 1 :00
1.
2.
3.
4.

PM League

Kolvas
2
Independents
0
Oscar and Colleagues 0
He9d Roach
0

5. Us

0
0
0

0

Tuesday 1 :30 PM League

1.
2.
3.
4.

Challengers
Bullets
New Lakers·
Lakers
5. lndep~ndents

2

0

O
1
0
0

1
2

Th~rsday 1 :00 PM
1.
2.
3.
4.

AXE
Old-Timers
Boner's Ark
Jets
5. Harpers Bazaar

Thursday 1 :30

w

L

1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1

PM League

1
1. Rip City
2. Cleanliness & Health1,
ful Living
0
3. WRNE
0
4. Yemen
0
5. ST .

0
0
0
1
1

Floor Hockey
by The Godfather and Ex Don
John

Floor hockey starts once
again at Northeastern . Those
wh o are intere st ed must
contact Vito Gentile or John
Demas anytime. Come as · a
team or by yourse lf. All games
will b e played M o nday ,
Thursday, and Frid ay at 9: 00
a.m. Cup p lay-offs st art t he last
week in March. Remember no"
equ ipment is necessa ry. W e

will out fit your whole team .
You' ll be playing against great
stars
like Jumpin
"Doc
Worchter," who is currently a
member
of
the , Golder
Scooters, who did not want hi s
name printed in the PRI NT in
the first issue. Al so the gest
goali e in the league, Ray " P.F."
Kasper, wh o only allowed 1.7
goals to be scored o n him in 33
games. Thi s is a chance to
make it bi g as a hoc key pl ayer.
Hope to see• you t here.

Quo l'odimus
Freshman or Sophomore male wanted:

lolJs

Stock - heavy work to supervise crew
or 6 or 7 high school students. Hours,
4 - 7:30 daily, all day Saturday, salary
$2.50/3.00 hr. depends on experience.
A llstate Insurance Office, 4301 W .
Touhy , 967-2500, contact 'Mi chae l
Leptich (unti! 3:00 ·pm), Bob Moore.

STUDENTS NEEDED : Help with youth
at the Bernard Horwi c h Jewish
Commu nity, Center's Youth Services
Dept. (7th - 12th grade groups), hours
open, contact Robert W olf, Youth
Su pervisor, RO 1-9100, ext. 37. ·
·warehouse w ork and delivery. Need
young man who has at least three full
afternoons free per w eek. Must have
driver's license. $2.00 per hour to sta rt.
Contact Granat Industries, 5518 N.
Kedzie, phone 539-4722.
STUDENT N_EEDED. Part-ti me Person-

- - - - - - - - --------. Male/ female sales positions: If you're
looking for a top sales position, stop,
here's a .splendid opportunity. Shaklee
w ill supply the products, biodegradable
non-polluting cleaners, unique - beauty
aids , ba by p ro du cts, and men 's
toi letri es. Yo u br ing the sales
enthu siasm and ambition. Our prod ucts
are so uniqu e they sell themselves.
Interested ? Call 882-2286 after 6:00
p.m.
STUDENT NEEDED , Clerical, pa rt-ti me.
~peed not important, accuracy is. 1MB
Selectric, hours; anytime between 9 - 5

nel recept. W e need a presentable
aggressive girl to _work in our busy as many hrs, as possible, · salary 1.85-2.00 per hr. lmerial Carpet and
personnel dept. Typing 60 wpm,
shorthand 80-100 words per
Hours Textile Corp. , 5758 N. L;ncol~ Ave.
8-12 noon Monday - Friday, salary · 784-1340, Sarah.

m.

$3.00 per hr. Call Rego Division
Golconda Corp . 4201 W. Peterson
Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60646, Tel. MU
5-1121, ext. 382 or 383.
TUTOR NEEDED . Tutor in math and
reading, 8t h grade boy. Hours -- once
or twice after schoo!, s?.lsry open . Mrs.
Rehfeldt, ~67-4932
TUTOR NEEDED. Part-time, math
major or Elem. Ed . Hours, 4 or 7, salary
open. 8th Grade boy needs help. Mrs.
Avers, 5253 W . Jarvis.
679-2776.

Skokie, Ill.

Fer Sale
For- S al e : 10 speed-bicy c le Peugeot
Tou r er $90 o r best o ff er, c al l 2 74 5288 after 6 p .m. ask fo r Mi k e.

For Sale: 1969 VW Fastback good
condition, automatic transmission,
26,500 miles, $1,000 or best offer, ca ll
588-7883 or 588-811 1

For Sale: 1967 Mercedes 300 SE good
condition, rare 4 speed FM, sunroof
$3,000. Call 478-0731
For Sale: 2 Studded snow ti res, Size
8.75 x 14, only 800 miles on t hem Best
Offer. Phone: 761 -2934
Queen size beauty rest bed new,
sacrifice $90. Call Hami af ter 6:00 P. M .
539-6252
For Sale: 4 drawer blonde desk, fair
condition $20.00, ca"II 588-5552 after
5:00 P.M . or st op in placement office
and ask for Leslie.
For Sale: Sheepskin coat bought in the
M iddle East. Sell for . cheap!!! Call
Ro,_nnie at 539-5139 after 5 p.m.
•
For Sale: black and w hite TV portable
with stand needs repair $40.00 or offer.
Call 673-7446
LSA Candy Sale Lambda, Sigma,
Alpha will hold it's annual Valentine's
· Day Candy Sale next week, February
12, 13 & 14. This year w e will also be
selling Valentine tee shirts for $2.50.
The candy and the Shirts w ill be
available outside t he Nortb Dining Hall.
A donation will be made to the Heart
Foundation.
Need to su blet a large sunny 7 roo m
apt. on Sheridan near Rodgers. Price
$258. Call after 5:00 at 262-4507
For Rent: 2 ½ rooms studio- apartment
new stove and refrigerator carpeted .
Rent $108.00 vicinity Centra l Pk and
Leland. Call 583-6620 or 267-8180
For Rent : 3 ½ large rooms ef ficiency
kitchen stove and refrigera t or included
in area of Foster and . Darnen (easy
transportation to school). W ell kept up,
must be rented immediately we have
been transferred but out of city $140 a
mo. Call 728-7048

-T ennis in
Chicago
W e are t ryi ng to generate
Hi gh Sc hool and at t he no rth
more awareness and interest in
cam pus of Lyons Townshi p
the growing sport of tenni s. W e
Hi gh School, La Grange. Semi s
want to make more people
and fin als will be held o nly at
aware of the benefits of tennis the La Gran ge locati o n.
as a spectator sport and as a
The final s of the Kemper . means of staying in shape well
International will be one of
into your si xties .
'-seven WCT tournament final s
We know you know it is
whi ch will be broad casted live
growing becuase you cal) - see
on the NBC-TV network .
all the outdoor tenni s fa ciliti es
All matches in the Kemper
being con structed alo ng with
Intern ati onal w ill be th~ best
many of the new housin g t racts of three sets w it h the excepti o n
being built throu ghout the
of the singles' f inals, whi ch will
metropo litan area.
by t he best of f ive sets. A
W e know th at you kn ow
12-poin t t ie-b reake r wi ll be
luxuriou s indoor courts and
used w hen t he set sco re
clubs are sprin gin g up at a reac hes six games eac h.
reco rd
pace
all
arou n g - Elimin at ion rou nds will by
Chi cago land. Bu t did you know
p layed beginn ing at 6 :30 p .m .,
t hat Ch i cago l and has t h e while the quarter finals and
highest concentration on in- semis beg in at 7 p.m. and the
doo r te nni s clubs in the
Sunday, March 4, finals. at
country?
11:45 a.m .
The Kemper In tern atio nal
Tickets range in price fr,om
Ten ni s Tourn ament is a major
t he $3 .50 student and $5 .00
sporting event for Ch icago. It is adult elim ination and qua rteralso one of t(?O few events in final round prices to th e $5.00
Chi cago w hic h are aimed at
base li ne and $6 .50 sideline
t he growi ng interest in tennis.
prices for the semis and finals.
Th is tournament is one stop on
Tickets may be purchased at
the tour which culminates in Ti c ketron out l ets and at
the WCT f inals in Dallas during .Montgomery Ward, Sears, and
May. The top fou r point- Crawford Department stores or
makers from both ·the Chicago by sending a check payable to
arid anothe r WCT touring All-Star Tennis , In c., 333 N .
group wi ll battle for tbe WCT Mi c higan Avenue, Chicago
singles and doubles champ io n- 60601 .
'
shi p matc hes near t heir homes.
Tickets also are o n sale at
The elimin ation rounds w ill
Kidd ies, Inc., Lake Forest; the
be p layed at Lake Forest West Highla nd Park Sports Shop;
Hi gh Schoo l between Feb ru ary
Ray's Sport Shop , G lencoe;
26 and' M arc h
1.
Th e Tenni s O nly, W ilmette; indoor
qu arter-f ina l round s, however, tenni s cl ubs t hroug hou t Chiwill be pl ayed the foll ow in g cagol and and at th e bookstore
day at the Lake Forest W es.t on both campu ses o f Lyo ns
Town ship Hi gh Schoo l.

,

PersonalsArts Calendar Listing:
Jurying for New 57th Street Applicants
Saturday A pril 14 New applicants to be
judged at the Unitarian Church 5650 S.
W oodlawn. Applications must received
by Friday, April 6 with Entry fee of
$14.00 Entry fee will be returned if
applicant is not accepted. Obta in
applications from Chairman A drian
A lexander, 51 16 · South Dorchester

Chicago, Illinois 60615.
Saturday, Jun e 2, and Sunday, J une 3
26th Ann ual 57th Street A rt Fair, East
57th St reet and Sou th Kimbrk Aven ue
Ch icago, The M idwest's first majo;
outdoor A rt Fair of the season. 300
ex hibitors of paintings, drawings
graphics, photography, sculpture and
srafts inclu ding ceramics, weaving ,
jew el ry, glass and ta pestries. Open to
the public, noon to dusk both days. ,
0

Karate Classes now being held on
Wednesdays in the gym anx from
7:00-9:00 p.m.
Notice The PRINT needs people to do
reviews on concerts, here at school,
Arie Crown A ragon etc. If interested
contact Joe Weinshenker in t he PR INT
office.

----~--- --- - ---Trip t o Boston Represent Northeastern
at a mock United Nations at Harvard
University March 20-27 A ll Expenses
Paid contact Forensics Room E-20, Ext.
525
Ping pong tourney open to all college
age people begins Feb ruary 15. For
details contact Randy~ t 275-8445
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Gymnasts J_
u mp
Three Meets
by Teena

Yes folks, once again it is
t hat tim e of year when the UNI
Women 's Intercollegiate Gymnasti c team comes out of a
long Winter's hibernation and
takes to the floor .
Tuesday, Jan . 16th, ~arked
the official opening of the girl 's
season when they went against
a very tough Morraine Valley .
UNI went into this meet
plagued by a number of
injuries . to many of its more
experien ced all around competitors . Nan cy Johnson is still
hampered by her leg operations , Nina M
? is suffering
from a bad knee injury whi c h
will
ke ep
he r
ou t
of
com petition t his year. V icky
Q uero is recoverin g from her
e l bow inj ury an d Tee n a
. Ak iyama is suffe ring fro m an
ankl e inju ry.
It see med to me as if UNl 's
team suffe red not only fro m
injuri es but also from a bad
case of t he " f irst meet" ji tters.
Nevert heless we were still able
to w itness some breath tak ing
perform ances, su ch as Estelle
Fri edman's vaul tin g, Carol y n
A nderson's un eve n bar routine
Teena A kiyama's floor exerc is~
and Vi cky · Quero's ba lance
beam rout in e.
I m ight add t hat thi s was
Caro ly n's f irst co ll ege meet and
I t hink t hat she did a sp lended
job.
I fee l t hat Vicky Qu ero
shou ld be given a spec ial
award because she di slocated
her elbow last Septem ber while
va ul ti ng , spent the w ho le
trimester in an arm sling,
work ed out for abou t two
weeks and w as able to
compete in floor ex . and o n
the balan ce beam . She is still
unable to strai ghte;, her arm
completely to 180 degrees.
Here are the results of the
meet again st Morraine Valley:

Floor: Exercise:
1. Peg Hein - M.V.
2. Teena Akiyama - M.V.
3. Pat Reardon - M.V.

Uneven P. Bars:
1. Estelle Friedman - UNI
2. Doris Gmeiner - W.
3. Kim Childress - W.

Uneven P. Bars:
1: Carolyn Anderson - UNI
2. Sue Danhoff - M.V.
3. Teena Akiyama - UNI

Floor Exercise:

All-around (people who competed in all four events}:
1. Pat Reardon - M.V.
2. Peg Hein - M.V.
3. Marlene Lamm - M.V.

All-around :
1. Estelle Friedman - UNI
2. Kim Childress - W.
3. D~ris Gmeiner - W.
4. Myra Buga - UNI
5. Karen Wilken - UNI

.

4. Myra Bugaisky
·
5. Estelle Friedman - UNI

1. Carol Gottschall - W.
2. Kim Childress - W.

_3. Jane Atwater - W.

6. Karen Wilken - UNI

Thus endeth t he first meet
and I mu st say t hat both team s
were equa lly competiti ve, eac h
w inning th ei r share of individu al ho nors.
Th ursday, Jan. 16th , m ark ed
t he date of t he second meet.
Th e t im e and the pl ace
remai ned t he same only t he
co mp et i tion c hange d . T hi s
t im e w e h osted Wh ea t o n
Co llege.
With t he first meet behind
them , the girl s looked mu c h
more relaxed . The routines
were definitely execu ted mu ch
better than in the last meet.
W hateve r was lacki ng from the
f irst meet the girl s made up for
i t agai n st Whe ato n . Ea c h
routi ne seemed more relaxed
and solid t his ti me. It w as a
real pleasure to w at ch t hem in
action.
Th e o ffi c i als m u st h av e
ag ree d with t he audi e nce
because UNI complete ly dominated vaul t ing and t he balan ce
beam by pl aci ng 1, 2 and 3.
(On t he beam we took the f irst
five places .)
Here are the results of the
meet against Wheaton :

Balance Beam:
1. Vicky Quero - UNI
2. Ruth lnhart - M.V.
3. Teena Akiyama - UNI
4. Peg Hein - M.V.

Balance Beam :
1. Teena Akiyama - UNI
2. Vicky Quero - UN I 3. Leo Reill~ - UNI
4. Estelle Friedman - UNI
5. Myra Bugaisky - UNI

Vaulting:
1. Kathy Morrin - M.V.
2. Estelle Friedman - UNI
3. Pat Reardon - M.V.

Vaulting:
• 1. Carolyn Anderson - UNI
·2. Estelle Friedman - UNI
3. Myra Buga - UNI

The third meet, Jan . 18th
Fri1:lay found UICC host to UNI
at the Circle Campus . The girls
did the best they could on t he
unfamili ar pieces of apparatu s
and I t hink they all deserve a
big pat on the back.
As far as I could tell t here
was no offi cial set of record s
kept so I am unable to give
you a complete breakdown of
each event. There w ere several
hi ghlights of the meet such as
Tina Avila and Karen Wilken
both st>ickin g on the bal ance
beam after their fo rward roll s
Myra B. doing a great job o~
the unevens and taking f irst
place, Debbie Patterson doin g
her stem rise on the unevens
and not even reali zin g it until
after she finished her routin e
Estelle Friedman taking third .·
all around against some very
tough 0: ircl e gymnasts , Teena
A. taking first in floor exerc ise
and second on the beam ,'
Karen Wilken doing her floor
ex. without her usual " death
grip" faci al expression and Tina
Avila competing all around for
the first time and surviv\ ~g,
despite her rude awakening on
the unevens.
Meets #6 is scheduled for
Feb. 1, Thursday . It will be
against DePaul University. The
meet will be at home in the
gym and it starts at 4:00. There
is no admission and anyone is
welcome to come and cheer
for the girls.
If anyone is interested in
helping with the meets such as
flas hing the scores , announcing or acting as a runner for
the officials, please see Miss
_Betty Meyer in the gym .

· Many are called O'Gradney shoots, Stelling [ 51) hopes, but
Northeastern loses - to 14th Ranked Hillsdale. ·

by Ex Don
Godfather

John

and

The

On Friday , Jan 26, the
Golden Eagles played host to
St. Xavier's College. The f irst
half see-sawed back and fo rth
and the half time intermi ssi on
found St. Xavier leading 50-49.
Coac h
" Sp i n"
Sal ario
bro u g h t out the Sunki st
O ran ges at half tim e and the
Eagles were once again flying.
Led· b y Dan " the man "
Crawford and Jim " Joe Willie"
Dimatteo, who had 24 and 23
points respectively, the Eagle
literally blew St. Xavier off the
Court. Their lead widened to
33 points at times and at the
buzzer the final score was
118-89.
On the next day, the team
took a long bus trip to
Edwardsville to play SIU. It was
either the long bus trip or
maybe the coach forgot the

Four Sporting
Eve·nts Scheduled
by Chris Lubiniecki

Puckers' Travelogue ,
The Nortneastern Illinois
University Hockey Club will
start a six game road trip
following Saturday' s home
contest against Illinois Benedictine College . In a previous
game against Benedictine, the
Eagles won, 3-2 (Feb. 3),
The road trip begins Tuesday
at Crestwood where the Eagles
do battle again~t second place
Chicago State. Thursday night
at 10:00 PM, UNI wilJ take on
Trinity College in a non conference game in Deerfield. That
weekend the team will be in
Peoria to play third place,
Bradley University and league
leading, Illinois State, Friday
and Saturday nights respective
ly. Both teams defeated UNI
earlier this year with a strong
third period . Sunday mornings

opponent is MacMurray College. (Feb . 6, 8, 9, 10, 11)
The hockey club will return
to the Chicago area for an
away game Friday, Feb. 16th,
at Rolling Meadows, 10:00 PM,
to play Harper College.
The next home g ame is the
hockey homecoming . The
Eagles will take on Wisconsin
State University-Whitewater. In
a game against Whitewater
earlier this season, UNI scored
with only 55 seconds left to
play to eqrn a tie in a wild
game. The final score was 3-3.
The game, Feb. 17th will be
played at Rainbo Arena
located at Clark and Lawrenc~
and will begin at 4:50 PM.
The final home game is Feb.
23 against Lewis College. Lewis
is in first place of the Northern

Division. The game is at
Rainbo at 4:50 p.m . All UNI
students are admitted free to
all home games with I .D. All
others $1 .00.
·
The team will close out the
regul~r season on Feb. 25 in
Milwaukee. There they will
take on the University of
Wisconsin-Parkside.
The Central States Collegiate
Hockey League Tournament is
scheduled for March 2, 3, and
4 at the Southwest Arena in
Crestwood . Northeastern can
,still make the championships
and will definitely give it a try,
however they need the support
of the student body, so come
ou! to see the ·Golden Eagles
' in their homecoming game or
on the road.

oranges, but w h;i.tever ' the
reason , the Eagles got shot
down . Th ey played lifeless ly
and lost 85-69.
Back to the fri endly con f in es
of Chi cago and Northeastern ,
the Golden Eagles took o n
shots and grabb ed 8 rebound s.
Thi s and a very toug h defe nse
pulled Northeastern from a 15
point defi cit to an 11 point
lead . The team shot 62% in t he
second half as t hey went on to
w in 96-87.
We wan t to take t his ti me
to con gra t u la t e and acknowled ge t he cheerl eaders
Porn Porn girls, baton twirlers '.
and the ba nd, for helping to
stimulate the crowd , who, in
turn , stimulated our team .
The nex t game is at
Northeastern, Friday, February
2. It is against Hillsdale
College, ,who is ranked 14th
nationally for small colleges.
It'll be a good game, see you
there .

(Dedicated to John Demas and
Vito Gentile,
two truly
devoted, trustworthy, and
ambitiO!-JS sports writers . (ha!))
Unfortunately folks, you
have already missed the Girls'
first basketball game and a
great hockey game, but don't
get upset. Your chance will
come again!
The hockey team, coached
by Perry Anderson, will have
their next home game Feb.
17th at 4:50 p.m . We're hosting
Wisconsin State Univer~ity and
they need a few loyal fans to
cheer them on . All home

games are played at Rainbo
Arena, 4836 N. Clark, Chicago,
Ill.
The agile and swift Girls
Basketball team has its next
game Feb. 5, at 6:30 p.m.
Aurora is their victim .
Wednesday, Feb. 7, our
swimmers are hosting North
Park in our beautiful pool at
3:30 p.m . That's one I ,...can't
miss!
Elmhurst will be here
Saturday, Feb. 10th at 5:30 to
challenge our Jr . Varsity
Basketball Team .
Elmhurst will also have to
. face our terrific varsity team at
8:00 p.m. that same night. ' Can
Elmhurst take it? (Ha!)

I
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
On Tues., Feb. 13th the
• Golden Eagles will be
hosting the Circle Campus at
■ 8 p.m. !he Athletic Depart.
• ~as d_es1gnated this night as
President Sacbs' Night" in
honor of Dr. Sachs. We hope

■

I
II

th a t you w1 att en d th 1s
' f me
'
game.
The Eagles Hockey Club
of UNI is sponsoring a
skating party, • Mar. 10 at
Rainbow Arena at 6 :30 p.m. ,
Futher information will be
available next week.
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